The Impact of the Novel ENAM Mutation on the Development of Hypoplastic Type of Amelogenesis Imperfect
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Abstract:
ENAM gene encodes enamelin, protein involved in mineralization of enamel. It has been previously demonstrated that certain mutations in ENAM gene lead to development of abnormal enamel, characteristic for the amelogenesis imperfecta (AI). In this case report we analysed the entire coding sequence of the ENAM gen in 6,5-years old girl diagnosed with enamel hypoplasia and suspected AI. Mutations were found in each allele of the ENAM gene p.Lys111Thr/c.332A > C and Leu420_Gly421fs/c.1260_1261insAG. One of these mutations p.Lys111Thr has not been described to date in association with enamel disease.
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Introduction

Amelogenesis imperfecta (AI; MIM # 204700) is a group of developmental disorders of the enamel being transmitted as an autosomal dominant or autosomal recessive trait, or X-linked[1]. AI prevalence ranges from 1:2000 to 1:8000 in the world population[2]. The disorder is manifested by qualitative or quantitative enamel structure defects that may be accompanied by other dental and skeletal abnormalities such as tooth agenesis, delayed tooth eruption, coronal resorption, congenitally missing teeth, taurodontism, roots dilaceration, hyper cementosis, dental pulp calcification and malocclusion e.g. open bite[3].

AI is known to be caused by defects of six genes, including AMELX (amelogenin; (MIM * 300391)), ENAM (enamelin; (MIM *606585)), MMP20 (matrix metalloproteinase 20; (MIM *604629)), KLK4 (serine protease kalikrein 4; (MIM *603767)), FAM83H (casein kinase activity protein FAM83H; (MIM * 611927)), and WDR72 (WD repeat containing domain 72; (MIM *613214)), while the AMBN gene (ameloblastin; (MIM *601259)) is considered as a candidate gene[3].

Clinical manifestation of AI depends on the stage of enamel formation process that had been disturbed. There are four classes of AI: hypoplastic, hipomaturation, hypocalcified and hypomaturation with taurodontism[1]. The most characteristic clinical symptoms of AI are: extensively underdeveloped tooth tissues, increased tooth sensitivity, excessive tooth wear and spacing of anterior teeth[4].
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therefore cannot withstand burden associated with the process of chewing\[10\].

ENAM gene mutations in amelogenesis imperfecta can cause variety of clinical symptoms ranging from generalized hypoplastic to pitted hypoplastic phenotype of AI\[11\]. Severity of syndromes, as well as co-existence of other dental and skeletal abnormalities can differ even in patients with the same mutation in the ENAM gene\[12\]. Therefore, further research on relationship between genotype and phenotype of these changes is needed. The aim of this study was to determine the clinical and genetic characteristics 6.5 - year-old patient diagnosed with AI.

**Case Report**

**Clinical examination**

The protocol of research and patient consent were verified and approved by the Department of Pediatric Dentistry and Department of Orthodontics at Medical University of Warsaw. Clinical examination of the 6.5-year-old patient and her parents consisted of physical examination and the record of the medical history. At the age of 7 years panoramic radiograph and at the age of 9 years cephalometric radiograph of the patient were taken. All clinical examination including blood sample collecting were conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Genetic study**

In the patient DNA test was performed using the next generation sequencing method (NGS). The study was conducted at the Department of Medical Genetics, Medical University of Warsaw. The blood sample was taken from the patient for DNA isolation, then the clinical exome was sequenced (> 4800 genes) using TruSight One™ Sequencing Panel Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). Coverage of the sample in the NGS study was: 87.4% and 96.2%, for 20x and 10x minimal coverage, respectively. Obtained sequencing results were analyzed as previously described\[13\]. The occurrence of selected variants identified in the proband and considered as pathogenic was further confirmed by Sanger sequencing method and subsequently analyzed in patient’s healthy parents (DNA isolated from buccal mucosa).

**Results**

**Clinical study**

Patient was examined extraorally, intraorally and functionally and results of this examination were: (i) a slightly elongated lower facial height; (ii) mixed dentition, enamel hypoplasia of permanent incisors and first permanent molars, increased overjet and open bite (2 mm), teeth crowding, partial lack of space for permanent lateral incisors, especially in the mandible, low trailer frenulum of the upper lip and a short trailer tongue frenulum; (iii) hypotonia of the circular mouth muscle, incorrect rest position of the tongue, preserved infantile swallowing pattern, mouth breathing and impaired articulation.

Patient’s panoramic radiograph was taken at age of 7 years. All permanent tooth germs were present except of third molars, which may still be invisible at this age (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Panoramic radiograph at the age of 7 years.

Lateral cephalogram revealed a skeletal class II malocclusion and skeletal open bite (Table 1; Figure 2). In the course of treatment, the lower left lateral incisor had erupted ectopically with the loss of decidual canine. Dentition of both parents did not display any signs of developmental abnormalities.

Table 1: Selected cephalometric measurements according to Segner and Hasund and Steiner by Kaminek.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Norm</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNA</td>
<td>82.0 ± 3.0</td>
<td>76.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNB</td>
<td>80.0 ± 3.0</td>
<td>72.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANB</td>
<td>2.0 ± 2.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GntgoAr</td>
<td>122.0 ± 7.0</td>
<td>132.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>80.0 ± 7.0</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML-NSL</td>
<td>28.0 ± 5.0</td>
<td>44.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML-NL</td>
<td>20.0 ± 7.0</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS-ML</td>
<td>33.0 ± 6.0</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGo:NMe</td>
<td>60.5 ± 2.5</td>
<td>58.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SNA- angle between sella, nasion and the A-point; SNB - angle between sella, nasion and the B-point; ANB - angle between the A-point, nasion and B-point; GntgoAr - angle between gnathion, gonion and articulate; ML-NSL - angle between the mandibular plane and the nasion-sella-plane; ML-NL - angle between mandible base plane and maxilla base plane; NS-ML - angle between cranial base plane and mandible base plane; SGo:NMe - percentage ratio between the posterior and anterior facial heights.

Figure 2: Lateral cephalogram made at the age of 9 years.
**Genetic study**

Sequencing of the clinical exome of the patient revealed two mutations in the ENAM gene (NM_031889.2): p.Lys111Thr/c.332A>C (rs532584416) and Leu420_Gly421fs/c.1260_1261insAG (rs587776588). Both variants were confirmed in the proband by Sanger method (Figure 3). Additionally, the occurrence of these mutations was examined in parents of the proband. The Leu420_Gly421fs mutation was found in proband’s mother, while the p.Lys111Thr - in her father (Figure 4). The Leu420_Gly421fs mutation resulted in an insertion of two nucleotides (AG) between nucleotides 1259 and 1260 in the cDNA which causes a frameshift during translation resulting in addition of 26 essentially random amino acids and introduction of a premature termination at codon 448. To date, the ENAM p.Lys111Thr mutation has not been described in the literature.

This mutation modifies the cDNA sequence at position 332 changing adenine (A) to cytosine (C), as a result in the ENAM protein lysine (Lys) at position 111 is replaced with threonine (Thr).

**Discussion**

We describe a case of 6.5 girl in whom the co-occurrence of enamel hypoplasia and skeletal open bite lead to preliminary diagnosis of amelogenesis imperfecta. Genetic research of patient revealed the presence of two heterozygous mutations in the ENAM gene (p.Lys111Thr/c.332A>C and p.Leu420_Gly421fs/c.1260_1261insAG). The detected second mutation (p.Leu420_Gly421fs/c.1260_1261insAG) had already been described as a mutation associated with amelogenesis imperfecta[14]. Interestingly, p.Leu420_Gly421fs appears to be relatively frequent among the AI patients although this conclusion is apparent only after nomenclature differences used by various authors are taken into account (the same mutation was described as: p.P422fsX448/c.1258–1259 ins AG/g.13185–13186insAG[12,15,16] or p.P422fsX448/c.1259_1260insAG/g.13185_13186insAG[17] or p.V422PfsX448/ c.1259_1230insAG/g.13942_13943/ins AG[3]).

Sequencing of the ENAM gene in patient’s parents has shown the father to be a heterozygous carrier of the p.Lys111Thr mutations, and mother a heterozygous carrier of p.Leu420_Gly421fs. However, on the clinical examination no irregularities in the parents’ teeth were found. Our findings add to the previously observed intra and interfamilial phenotypic variation (from normal to profound phenotype) associated with heterozygous ENAM mutations, including p.Leu420_Gly421fs. In AI families described by both Hart et al.[12] and Ozdemir et al.[15] all heterozygous carriers (N=10) of the p.Leu420_Gly421fs mutation had mild but discernible symptoms (localized hypoplastic enamel pitting defects with no open bite). In another study, Pavlic et al.[16] reported a proband with single p.Leu420_Gly421fs mutation associated with extremely mild phenotype of chalky white hypomatured enamel with only mild local hypoplastic alteration, while his father who also carried the mutation had clear local hypoplastic AI phenotype with typical horizontal hypoplastic grooves. Five apparently unaffected individuals carrying heterozygous ENAM p.Leu420_Gly421fs mutation, similar to our proband’s mother, were also described[15].

The severe symptoms of AI seem to occur due to biallelic mutations in the ENAM gene, both homozygous p.Leu420_Gly421fs mutation[15,18] and compound heterozygous for a p.Leu420_Gly421fs mutation in one allele in combination with another mutation in the other allele[15,17]. Our patient was compound heterozygous for mutations in the ENAM gene, while her parents had only one mutant allele of the ENAM gene with no features of AI in their clinical presentation which is consistent with canonical autosomal recessive inheritance.

Our patient presents skeletal open bite. The occurrence of anterior open bite is reported in about 50% of all AI patients[18]. Kida et al.[19] have shown the appearance of open bite in heterozygous patients with regard to mutations in the ENAM gene. However, most researchers suggest that the open bite is one of the more advanced symptoms amelogenesis imperfecta, and occurs rather in patients who are homozygous for a mutation in the ENAM gene[20]. In keeping with this our proband was compound heterozygous for ENAM mutation and the skeletal open bite was observed clinically. In our case the presence of the p.Lys111Thr/c.332A>C mutation apparently enhanced phenotype manifestation of the p.Leu420_Gly421fs mutation.
In conclusion, we describe a novel mutation in the ENAM gene (p.Lys11Thr) found in trans with the p.Leu420_Gly421fs/ (rs587776588) in a patient with amelogenesis imperfecta. Our report emphasizes the relatively high prevalence of the p.Leu420_Gly421fs among the AI patients and adds to the discussion on phenotypic manifestations (or lack thereof) of carriers of mono- and biallelic ENAM defects.
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